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Rwd ≈ 0.01R๏ ≈ R
Mwd ≈ 0.65 M๏ ≈ 2x10-6 M๏

g=9.8ms-2g~106 ms-2



White dwarfs are chemically stratified

Atmosphere ~10-14MwdCore ~0.99 Mwd

Althaus et al. 2010, A&A Rev 18, 471 

Expect a pure 
hydrogen 
or helium

atmosphere

Fontaine’s
talk 



The exception to the rule: Van Maanen’s star (1917)

Van Maanen 
1917, PASP 29, 258

1920, Cont. Mt. Wilson Obs. 182

vMa2 was the 3rd white dwarf to be 
discovered, at a distance of 4.4pc
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Evolved planetary system demographics: ages

At low temperatures 
(<13000K), Ca H/K is  
the strongest tracer of 
planetary debris 

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34

Ca H/KvMa2



Cool & old white dwarfs: 
insight into the local planet formation history

Cooling age ~ 4Gyr!

Koester et al. 2011, A&A 530, A114 

Poster #46 Hollands



Temperature 
Ca H/K 

No sensitivity 
atyoung WDs

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34

Evolved planetary system demographics: ages



At higher temperatures,  
Si in the ultraviolet 
becomes the strongest 
tracer of planetary debris 

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34

Si II

Evolved planetary system demographics: ages



Probing the fraction of evolved planetary systems around WDs

Cycle 18 & 19 snapshot program: 
An unbiased HST/COS survey of 
85 hydrogen-atmosphere white dwarfs

 short diffusion time scale (days)
 if polluted, these stars accrete now

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34



Probing the fraction of evolved planetary systems around WDs

Cycle 18 & 19 snapshot program: 
An unbiased HST/COS survey of 
85 hydrogen-atmosphere white dwarfs

 short diffusion time scale (days)
 if polluted, these stars accrete now

56% show metal pollution

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34



The fraction of WDs
accreting planetary 
debris: 25-50%

comparable to the 
frequency of planets 

around solar-like stars

Evolved planetary system demographics: ages

Koester, Gänsicke, Farihi
2014 A&A 566, A34



WD masses      
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WD masses       IMF relation    progenitor masses
(Bildsten talk)

A-stars
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Evolved planetary system demographics: masses

WD masses       IMF relation    progenitor masses

> 50% of WDs descending from 
2-3M๏ MS stars accrete 
planetary  debris

The formation of planetary 
systems around A-type stars 
is efficient

A-stars



Typical WD progenitor:~2M๏ A-star

M=???  … Talks by 
Schlaufman, Hatzes, Quirrenbach
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Evolved planetary system demographics: masses

WD masses       IMF relation    progenitor masses

Do not trust inferred progenitor 
masses ≥ 3M๏ (those WDs can be
merger products)

> 50% of WDs descending from 
2-3M๏ MS stars accrete    
planetary debris

The formation of planetary 
systems around A-type stars 
is efficient



Transiting planets  mass & radius  bulk densities

large degeneracy

What is the bulk composition 
of exo-planets?



Meteor crater, Arizona

How to measure bulk compositions in the solar system



Many more elements accessible in the ultraviolet

Cycle 18 & 19 snapshot program: 
An unbiased HST/COS survey of 
85 hydrogen-atmosphere white dwarfs

 short diffusion time scale – days!
 if polluted, these stars accrete now
 unambiguous abundances of the debris

&
• updated diffusion calculations
• new radiative levitation calculations
• updated atomic physics
• update model atmospheres 



Detailed abudance studies
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O, Mg, Si, and Fe are the major constituents of the debris (and also 
make up ~93% of the Earth), variations similar to solar system 
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Detailed abudance studies

(Gänsicke et al. 2012, MNRAS 424, 333)

O, Mg, Si, and Fe are the major constituents of the debris (and also 
make up ~93% of the Earth), variations similar to solar system 

• Carbon-depleted, similar to
bulk Earth

• Refractory litophiles Ca/Al very  
similar to solar system bodies

•Strong evidence for differentiation
(Fe, S, Cr overabundance)

carbon
depleted

same Al/Ca as in SS

iron-rich



The equivalent of accreting a stony iron 

Mesosiderite “Vaca Muerta”
origin from a ~ 200-400 km

differentiated asteroid
(Scott et al. 2001, M&PS 36, 869)?



What about …



Carbon planets are rare: 
10/10 WDs with C & O are “normal” 



Care for some water?

Talk by Raddi on Friday



Conclusions

• Remnants of planetary systems around evolved stars are as
common as planets around main sequence stars

• White dwarfs provide in particular insight into the frequency 
of planetary  systems around stars with ~1.5-3M๏

• Old / cool white dwarfs are witnesses of early planet formation 

• High-resolution spectroscopy is an unrivalled technique to 
probe the bulk composition of exo-planetary material:

๏ wide variety of abundances, but overall “rocky” 
๏ no evidence for carbon planets

(more on this by Zuckerman and Raddi on Friday)


